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ET}I-TORIAI"f'errestrial or extra-terrestrial ?
That is the question which is agitating the world of UFO-r'esearch today. The
UFO 'buffs ' in the main hold firm io their original contention that the origin of
these mysterious craft is to be sought in realms beyond the Earth. A few prominent
investigators-the names o1-John A. I{eel and o1'BUFORA's President Gordon
Creighton spring immediateiy to mind-advise us to look nearer home for the root
cause of the phenomenon.
Let me at once state that, in my considered opinion, the extra-terrestrial hypothesis
in its original forn, cannot be sustained. The UFOs are too ubiquitous. They are
obviously not designed to encounter the terribly hostile environment of the outer
spaces. The gigantic 'mother-ships ' o1- early UFO literature have dissolved into
cloud-eigars hiding tbrmations of saucers.
It may be, hou'ever, that a modifred lbrm of the extra-terrestrial hypothesis,
(METH), is stili, as I have elsewhere suggested, the most plausible explanation of
the UFO phencmenon. As Jacques and Janine Va1l€e observe in, 'Challenge to
{gign6g )'" If the objects are somehow capable of leaving our space-time
continum, they could bricige the interstellar gap with little trouble
and could escape radar and visual detection as they approach and
leave the terrestrial surface."
'fhis is an idea rvhich seems to upset some of our youngef investigators, who,
in line rvith current trends in scientific thought, fight shy of the conception of
hyperspace. I can only recommend that they take to heart Dr. J. Allen Hynek's
remarks on 'temporal provincialism' in the contempolary scientific Establishment.
IWe, as investigators, illust follow the evidence wherever it may lead us. We must
be prepared to amend our theories in the light of facts and ought to refrain from
ignoring, distorting or suppressing facts in conformity with preconceirred theories.
The METH at any rate explains most reported UFO phenomena. It throws
light on a wide variety of so-called ' Fortean' events, many of rn'hich have been
suspected of being linked in some way with UFO manifestations. It provides a
plausible explanation for the frequently obserrred connection betrveen UFOs and
para-physical disturbances.
Perhaps we tend to make too rnuch of the distinction between things terrestrial
and extra-terrestrial. This planel of ours is not, after ail, something unique and
apart from the Cosmos as a rvhole. From the viewpoint of an observer within the
space-time continum it is an infinitesimal speck of matter within a Universe of
inconceivable vastness. It may be assumed that near-instantaneous travel through
hyperspace would cause our obseiver to modify his impression. Australia was as
remote, almost, as ancther rvorld in the days of the tall ships. It is not so today,
when artificial satellites circie the globe in eighty rninutes.
In the words of Dr. F. C. Happoid:-

scientist now envisages the universe in terms oi' a multi. He does not consider it
continum
inconceivable, indeed it seems to fit in with his experience, both as a
man and a scientist, that in those regions of personality which lie
outside the orbit of normai consciousness the categories of time and
space ma-y be inapprop;:iate and that man in his lvholeness dwells in
a reaim which comprehends infinit1t."

" The

dimensional space-time

)

JUNG AND THE UFOs
The
Cover
my
edition
of C. G. Jung's Flying Saucers-A Modern Myrh of
_. .
"of
Tht"sl seen in rhe skies describes Jung as " rhe moit eminent psychologist 6r our
time," praise usually reserved, in the popular press, for Freud. Unli=ke Freud,
however, his influence has always been slight within psychology and his curious,
semi-mystical approach has appealed more to laymen and writeis in The Listenei
than_ to_ psychologists and clinicians. It is in this context that Jung's contribution
to UFO research must be assessed, and it is entirely probable that its value has been
given. undue s,tress by researchers who, quite understandably, tend to accept his
theorising as the psychological word on the Phenomenon.
Carl Jung was one of the f.rst analysts to break away from Freud,s dogmatic
emphasis.on sex as the basis of human psychology. In place of Freud,s concepts,
he provided a system in which sets of conflicting forces (some conscious, some
unconscious) together rnade up the total man. unlike Freud, again, he held that
man could achieve self-actualisation, a state in which all these tendencies were
accepted and_ held in balance. This is basically the same sort of idea that fi.gures
so prominently in existentialist philosophy.
But the most radical hypothesis put forward by Jung, and the most relevant to
our subject, was that of the archetype. This is supposed to be a tendency or force
simiiar to that present in the individual unconscious, but common to a1l people.
In other words, he thought there was a collective unconscious, a repository of all
the significant knowledge possessed by our ancestors) extending even to " the
fantasies born of musing over the steaming cooking-pot
(2, p. 38).
It appears that Jung based his speculation on a belief in the transmission of
acquired characteristics, a notion soundly rejected by contemporary evolutionary
theory. For hereditary transmission to occur, it is now generally held, the characteristics concerneci must have significant influence on the survival of the individual.
Thus, to take Jung's favourite example, the circular mandala, we should have to
argue that obselving, or believing in, or taking some action towards circular objects
must, in the past, have favoured survival. This is an idea hard to assimilate, and a
simpler explanation is that every culture on this planet has had contact with two
highly significant circular objects, the sun and the moon, which could give rise to
extensive symbolic representation in the absence of any hereditary predispositions.
To date, nobody has succeeded in putting forward convincing evidence for the
archetypes, and it is hard to conceive of any controlled experiment which could
entireiy separate such innate factors from the effects of experience. So let us be
clear: few (if any) present day psychologists would accept the archetype concept,
and it is this concept which forms the basis of Jung's theory as it concerns us here.
Jung reveals in his book (2) a fair knowledge of UFO iiterature prior to 1955
or so, but appears to be unaware ofthe content ofthe 1954 cases or the 1957 wave,
so he cannot be faulted for his falure to discuss the psychologically intriguing
ianding cases. His reasoning is iargely conf,ned to the " flyovers."
Firstly, Jung never claimed that his idea could " explain " all UFO reports; on
the grounds of those cases involving radar and physical evidence he concludes that
this would be unjustiffed (2, p. 114). His book deals with the " if "; z/there be no
real stimulus at the root olthe problem, then how are UFO reports to be interpreted ?

.FIis answer is interesting, because he recognises in the fact that l'ew of the witnesses
seem unreliable that describing UFO cases in terms of psychopathology would be a
es a general phenomenon, so it must stem from sotne deep,
emotional source that is comlnon to ail people. To emphasize the non-pathological
nature of the hallucinations thereby generated, he calls them aisionafy rumours.

mistake. But the UFO

The origin of this emotional tension is, according to Jung as well

as man-y

others,

our preseni day " siruation of collective stress or danger " resulting {r91n tfe
policies of the USSR. Value-judgements concerning Russia abound within the

book, and it seems likely that Jung himself was too worried about this issue to have
been able to place it in proper pefspective. Certainly, it is difficult to see how
untutored natives in Africa, or inhabitants of the US Mid-'West in 1897 could have
spent their time unconsciously worried about the effects of Soviet imperiaiism.

Nevertheless, Jung traces the foliowing pattern of psychoiogicai events. (I.)
The present world situation is emotionally disturbing, but we prefer not to think
abouf it; (II) in older times and under similar conditions the populace would be led to
expect a " redeeming supernatural event." But (III) today we^ consciously leiect
such notions. The resuli is a manifestation of the unconscious fantasy in the form
of an archetypal rumour, which, because we are scientifi.cally-minded, is interpreted
in technological light.

The final stage of this process is clearly the most critical: the point most
proponents of psychological theories rapidly pass over. in their discussion. How is
a rumour translaied into hallucinatory experience, and how can this experience be
shared ? In arguing for the projection of unconscious archetypal imagery, Jung
makes the following statement, which is hardly supported by obfective evidence:
" Things can be seen by many people independently of one another, or even simultaneously, which are not physically reai " (2, p. 24). So, apart, from the casuai
assertionthatsuch a thing canhappen, Jung makes no attempt to ciarify the nature
of the alieged hallucinatory mechanism, and the key question is ieft unanswered.
The larger part of Flying Saucers is taken up with typicaliy analytical discussion
of dreams and plintings, historical fepofts, a contactee claim, and some weil-known
science fi.ction works. lt is difficult to make useful comment on this section, which
is as obscure as only anaiytical rvriting can be. For the iight it throws on human
reaction to unusual aerial phenomena such an analysis may be helpful, and it cannot
be denied that the concept of strange devices floating in the skies is one that seems
to touch off a deep emotional response of some sort. However, it is not very helpful
in providing evidbnce for the basic hypothesis: here-again is an." explanation " for
UFO reports which fails to deai with a single significant case-history.
Although Jung makes the def,nite statement that he does not expect to explaiir
the physicafbasis of UFO events, assuming aphysical basis.does exist, it is striking
to sbe-how certain tough-minded physical scientists have iumped at his com-plex
and intuitive speculation in an attempt to find support for their reiection of the
problem. Sagan, for example, is led to the astonishingremark: " The interest in
unidentified flying objects derives, perhaps, not so much from scientific curios_ity
as from unfuinUeO religious needs " (3). This may be a petfectly' acceptable
sentiment so far as we accept that scientific curiosity itself may stem fi'om similar
" unfulfilled needs " (see, e.g., 1).
4

In summary, the prospects for Jung's theory as a valid explanation for UFOs
poor. As my earlier reviews wili have suggested, I do not hold such theories

seem

in high regard: not only have systematic approaches been the exception rather than
the rule, but most of the evidence fails dismally to support a psychological interpretation. But as Shepard has pointed out, rhe persons who have supported these
ideas have in the main been familiar with neither the UFO phenomenon nor the
findings of modern psychology; so it is rhe very weakness and obscurity of their
explanations that has prevented us from making significant progress in this area.
. Jung's ideas are in a different class but again are open to criticism; firstly
because it may be necessary, still, to postulate parapsychological interaction between
remote witnesses: and secondly, because they offend against Occam's razor. He
proposes a phenomenon which has yet to be objectively demonstrated and which
has just the right properties to explain the characteristics of UFO reports; and
which cuts the ground arvay from under anyone wishing to make a precise test.
Indeed, it is no longer necessary to look for abnormality in your witness-the more
rational and clear-thinking the individual, the more likely is he to have an unconscious
boiling over with worry and archetypal fantasy. So if the witness appears unreliable
we should not believe him, and if he appears reliable we still shouldn't believe him:
readers can judge for themselves how meaningful any theory that leads to a pre*
diction ofthis sort can really be.
Like most analytical writing, Flying Saucers is fascinating: the reader is led to
believe that he is gaining impressive insight into human nature, as, indeed, he may
well be. But this pleasant feeling is deceptive; it brings us no closer to a concrete
solution of the UFO problem.
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.HOLES AT THE POLES'PHOTOGRAPHS
In the last, (Autumn 1970), issue of this 'JOURNAL,' I referred ro

certain

to establish the existence of polar openings as required
9y th-e ' UFOs from Inside the Earth ' school of thoughl, at thb same time slating
that I was certain that another explanation of the apparent polar orifices would

photographs _which seemed
emerge.

Mr. A. R. Pace wrote to a correspondent at the Royal Aircraft Establishment
at Farnborough, who replied as follows:
" The maps which yousentmein the German magazineappear to have
a ' hole ' near the North Pole simply because the inctination of the
satellite to the Equator is about 78 degrees, (or strictly 102 degrees),
so its photographs of the earth's surface only extend up to about 82
degrees latitude. The Polar Regions are not photcgraphed and are
therefore left blank."
So far so good! But the mystery thickensl Tony Face's brother Mr-. M. F.
Pace, also a BUFORA member, tackled the Meteorological Office at Brackneil on
the subject and was told:
" The answer to your question is that the pictures were taken during
our winter months when the North Pole lvas in darkness and the
South Pole was in daylight. If the pictures were repeated during
our summef then the reverse would be the case. The polar night
will be more evident on our pictures received at Bracknell from n-ow
on until Spring next year."
-You pay your money and you

tatr<e

your

choice

!

Almost am

I

persuaded,

confronted with this clash of experts) to follow Ray Palmer down into ihe bowels
of the globe. Almost but not quite. Ler us have a little more quotation, this time
from Volume XCII, No. 4, of the . American National Geographic Magazine,
October 1947:
" When one speaks of 'beyond the South Pole ' the language is not
entirely figurative. The Pole is, of course, by definition the farthest
south possible to reach, but it hardly is a midwaypointtowards what
now must be the goal of Antacrtic exploration-the interior of those
millions of square miles which no eye has seen . . . . . . "
" . . . . . though we were following the same straight line, our true
course changed from South to North and our 180th rneridian
changed to the zero meridian. Second, west has become east and
east west,t'
The above extracts are from a feature entitled, " Our Navy Explores Antarctica,"
and the latter refers to a flight across the South Pole. The author is the late RearAdmiral Ryrd. It is clear, in the light of the quotations, that Admiral Byrd neither
discovered nor believed in a subterranean realm, with or without mammoths in
residence. Writers like Raymond Bernard and Robert Dickhoff, nor to mention
Giannini, are wholly undeserving of credence when they allege the contrary.
UFO-research has nothing to gain from the periodic rehashing of obsolete
ideas and fallacies like the 'Hollow Earth' concept. Believers in such exotic
notions should 'put up or shut up.' It is not narrow-minded, merely realistic, to
decline prolonged consideration of hypotheses for i.vhich no jot or titti-e of concrete
evidence can be advanced.

J.C-B.

UFOs, FACT OR FALLACY?
The purpose of this article is to bring to the attention of ail those groups and
individuals interested in the uFo problem, rhe great need to obtain dlrectly
recorded, first hand information on this phenomenon and how to go about it.
I thought it best to leave out the more involved philosophical side of the UFC
problem and instead to concentrare on the work in hand and the reasons why so
much emphasis has been placed on the presenr methods of investigation by our
group (the Bedfbrdshire UFO Society).
I would like to add that I in no way wish to denounce the work being conducted
by those groups who are doing research in other directions, as I believe that without
all the ' offshoot ' investigations the problem of the UFC will take much longer to
clear up.

Regarding UFC research,

it is becoming

increasingly obvious that very iittle
mass of so*called sightings
which have been recorded over the past twenty-three years ! A serious question
should be asked at this point, as to what v,,e would call good solid evidence of the
existence of extra-terrestrial space craft and their occupanis, if anyl If we are
prepared to accept the proof of extra-terrestriai visitations merely liom evidence
in the form of lights seen careering erraticaliy across the sky, or from blips which
appear and disappear from radar screens, then we can say that there is more than
enough evidence to support our hypothesis, providing we don'r try to dig too deeply
into the meagre information available.
\fhen we attempt to obtain infolmation from these reports, we suddenly find
ourseives up against a brick wall, simpiy because there is so little information given
by the observer(s). What iittle there is to read on most reported sightings gives no

positive information

is lbrrhcoming from the great

usefui information on the object, its origin, its method of propulsion, erc., and
what's more the information content is highly suspect because of the 'human
element' which consciously or unconsciously tends to distort the facts as originally
gleaned. Individual reports on the same obiect are often so diverse as to make the
investigator come to the conclusion that more than one object was involved in the
sighting, which introduces yet another variable element.
A method of overcoming this difficulty is to first of all eliminate the restricted
distorting human element from the observations by using reiiable sensitive instruments to monitor fluctuations in the meteorological field. These changes can be
recorded for iater analysis. In this way data can be recorded, the causes of which
the human senses only, would not have been aware oL ln addition to this a much
wider range of information is available, thus producing the maximum amount of
information from just one event, as opposed to the exisiing state of affairs where the
minimum amount of information is obtained frorn as many sighting reports as can
be collected.

\7e at BUFOS have built and are building instrumentation to record as many
of these unseen fluctuations as we think would respond to the passage of extraterrestrial craft through our atmosphere. The instruments are being built as and
when time permits, with the intention ol having them permanently mounted in a
caravan which can be towed to 'sky-walch' sites, or left at a convenient location to
record useful data.

While one monitoring station as described above could furnish usefui data, it
is obvious that the ideal system would be to have a countrywide network of stations
using standardised instruments. This way, any unusual occurrences are bound to
have an influence on a number of stations, i.l'hich immediatell,' makes possible the

comparison of deflnite records and much rnore r"eliable conclusior-rs to be drar,vn on
the nature of the disturbances.
. It is glly by_ producing reliable instrumental records and presenting them to
the scientific world, that they will sit up and take notice and conduct iheir own
experiments, to plove to the whole world the existence of alien visitors to this
planet. In an effort to achieve a countrywide netr.vork of observation posts, it is
necessary to '_discover ' rhose individuals r,vho are interested in the uFo problem
and who.feel they may have abilities relevant to thris work, of building and maintaining the instrumentation. Anyone legarding then":selves as falling-inro rhe above
gqteg_orl is cordially invited to enquire for further details from l.dr. G. clift, 1 I l,
Maple Road, Luton, LU4 8AF.

THE BYI.AND ABSEY

UF'O

_ FACT OR FICTION?

There seems to be little doubt that two young students concocted the account
of a uFo over Byland Abbey in the North Riding in A.D. 1290, which Desmond
Lesiie reproduced in good fairh in, " Flying saucers Have Landed." rt remains
an open question whether the narrative is 100% fictitious or whether the hoaxers
'worked up' a passage from some early document.
The late Harold T. Wilkins, on page 185 of his book, " Flying Saucers on the
Moon," as.cribed the qassage to the monkish chronicler william-of Newburgh. He
seems to_ imply that he had himself encountered it and was nor relying on the
Desmond Leslie text, which, anyway, purported to be derived from'an"hitherto
undiscovered manuscript and did not mention Wiliiam of Newburgh.
\Tilliam hirnself died in 1tr98 and could not have described anincident said to
have happened in 1290. However, a monk of Furness Abbev wrote a ' continuator '
of his, " Historia Rerum Anglicarum," to the Year 1298, manuscripr copies of which
are in the British Museum Library and the Bodleian Library at Oxlord. I consulted
the Latin text of the ' Continuator' as reproduced in the Rolls Series from these
documents. r was totally
to rrace any reference to rhe passage of a silvery
disc over Byland Abbey, in"!1p1"
1290 or adjacent years.
However, Harold r. wilkins seems to have been a competent scholar and I
have found many of his other references to ancient documents correct as to date
and translation. I am, therefore, not inclined to dismiss the possibiliry that he may
have encountered the._passage in a variorum edition of the ' continuator,' or perhaps
he inadvertently ascribed it to the wrong authority.
Be that as it may, tve) as serious students, ought not to continue quoting and
reproducing the story in lectures and articles withouistressing the presentiy unpioven
status which it holds. In this respect it resembles the account bf two discs rvhich
are. reported to have 'buzzed ' the army of Alexander the Great during one of his
A9i.alic campaigns, an incident which the late Frank Edwards cited confidently but
which nobody can now trace in any of the available narratives of Alexander's-life.
writers on UFos should be careful always to set down in full the origin of
accounts of historical aerial visitations which they may reproduce. They should
also translate old narratives as literally as possible and not supply free rend-erings of
the text in which the happenings are 'slanted' ro convey an-aiceptable pictuie of
UFog as currently undersrood. They should, in shorr, act like studenrs bf uFos,
not like propagandists for the reality of UFOs.
J.C-R.
8
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FORTEAN' I'HENOMENA AND UFO RESEAR.CH
In 'Notes & Quotes ' our good Editor suggests that the rnembership

might

wish to deliberate and decide on whether we should broaden the basis of our research
to include ' Fortean' phenomena.
While I do not dispute the existence of these various and mystifying phenomena,
(indeed, I'm convinced of the reaiity of a type of large water going creature in the
bounds of Loch Ness, and in other areas of water), I feel personally that we should
consider doing quite the reverse, by concentrating our efforts in the direction to
which the bulk of factual evidence points. I think I speak for other BUFORA
members.

' Fortean' phenomena may some day prove to be connected with the study of
Unidentified Flying Cbjects, (or they may not), but iet's not be side-tracked by
these relatively minor issues. Inevitably we will become even more confused than
we are at present. I think we are in danger of foundering.
There is, after all, an organisation speciflcally set up to inr.'estigate the Loch
Ness Monster. Psychical phenomena are investigated by a well established society
in this country, far older than any UFO organisation, and there are other groups and
individuals who specialise in the study of other ' Fortean ' phenomena.
Heaven knows there are enough 'fringe' phenomena already classified or
included under the UFO umbreila (i.e. Poltergeist, Astral Projection, Psychical
manifestations, iittle known natural phenomena, ad infinitum) which have no proven
direct connection with UFOs.
I would be the fi.rst to admit that I am intrigr.red and fascinated by the reports
of showers of frogs from the sky, or of the spontaneous combustion of the human
body, many of which, are undoubtedly mue accounts. Neither would I attempt to
discount the substantial evidence for the existence of ghosts and other apparitions.
But I would rather ffeat these incidents on a low priority basis, and make no great
effort to find some tenuous connection with the UFO phenomenon.
Unfortunately UtrO'study,'if we can call it that, is rapidly becoming a circus.
You can imagine the role some Ufologists play in this performance. Small wonder
the scientific community considers the whole business a joke.
A correspondent once wrote, " After reading books and magazines on Ufology,
I could not help wondering why people should constantly bring up and push forward
views that are next to magical and mysticai, and concern other dimensions or other
plains. In July 1969 man set foot upon another world-the Moon. He did this
quite physically for all to see. He did not have to enter another dimension to cross
the gulf of space. If researchers would try and look a.t this problem as the intervention of advanced technologies, and that unidentifiable flying objects, generally
speaking are aerial craft, which have probably come off an assembly iine, and not
out of thin air with the wave of a magic wand, then we might get closer to the answers
which have evaded us for the last twenty years."
Although my correspondent may be accused of having preconceived ideas,-I
echo his feelings. For at ieast, he lvas trying to be realistic. Taken on a global
basis, the bulk of factual evidence supports most strongly the idea of advanced
technologies.

Obviously the nature of UFOs is a question of interpretation, one researcher
drawing different conclusions than another from the same set cf circumstances
surrounding a UFO report. But I believe we should be more realistic in our inter-

pretation. We must keep our feet fi"rmly planted on the grggnd, ho_wev_er inadequate
our present science and technology may be for coping with the UFO enigma. i

would not dismiss other dimensions or other states of matter. They may well exist,
but what do we know of these. 'Ihey are at presenr intangible,
The problem with some enthusiasts, who lbr many ytars have considered the
app-ar.ent. diversity of the phenomenon, is that they are irow unable to make simple
and logical _ c.omparisons with our own behaviour, and instead propose various
supernormal_interpretations. The conceit of man seems ail too pr-evaient, even in
today's enlightened attitudes towards rhe nature of uFos, so muih so thai we tend
to ignore or dismiss that which appears too obvious !
There are those who sav that we know no more after twenty yeats of investigation
and research, than when we began. This is a negative attituae, and in
-]. "t?;i;;;
quite untrue. The mass of evidence is staring us in the thce, in the buliy
fiter of
many groups throughout the world. Can we truthluliv say our investigalions are
as thorough as they could be.
\7e should attempt ro formulate new methods of resealch and analyses using

problem as in Astronomy is knowing whit type oT
_ The
Speciaiisation could be the answer.
The quotation under " tJfarning to Sceptics " is very true. on the other hand
if one has investigated UFO sightings on an bbjective and scientific basis, one is aiso
bound to become sceptical. With a basic knowledge of rhose sciences which have
new and existing data.
observations to

make.

a bearing on this problematic phenomenon, does one have to swallow or

even

consider evety crazy,idea and notion) i.e. The hole at the North Po1e, that is published
in.the name, or under the guise of UtrO research, without voicing one's criticisms.
The great volume of rubbish that is dished up is an insult, even 6 our intelligence.
. I feel also that a proportion of the mystery surrounding UFOs is quite ariificial
and stems from a lack of consideration given to the subjective nature oiobservations

of

aerial phenomena, and an inadequate knowledge, b-v the researcher,

mechanisms and appearance of these phenomena.

of

the

Therefore we must be more realistic and objective in our interpretations,
in our research, and then perhaps we will get somervirere.

investigations and

A. R.

I am afraid my friend rony

Pacn.

Pace does not speak for other BUF'ORA members.
Not, at any rate, for those who attended the Associaton's A.G.M. on 3rd october
last, at which the following Resolution, proposed by me and seconded by Mr. Arnold
West, was carried aimost unanimously.
PROPOSED-thar the Association widen the scope of its researches
to include ' Fortean' and para-physical phenomena, in cases when
such may be deemed to have a bearing upon the solution of the UFO

problem.

In the course of

discussion

on the Resolution, the Meeting adopted my

l{9_fe!t1o1t that researches along the lines indicated would be within the-scope of
BUFORA's Second Aim.
prominent UFO-researchers, including the iate Dr. M. K. Jessup, Ivan
_
^Mqry
T. Sanderson,
Otto Binder and the late Arthur Constance, have sought i connection

between uFo visitations and certain types of ' Fortean' phenomena. Links
between the UFOs and paraphysical manifestations have alio frequently been
alleged by experienced investigators.
UFOs are themselves a ' Fortean' phenomenon, in that they were among the
subjects studied by Charles Hoy Fort
, Tony Pace seems to have something of a fixation on ' Nessie,' who is, after all,
only a representative of one type of ' Fortean ' happening.
!

l0

-Entron.

BOOK REVIEWS
PASSPORT TO }IAGONIA
Bv Jecquns Vannp
Published by Neville Spearman Ltd.,
ll2, Whitfield Street, London, W. l.
Pzucr:35/This book is eminently readable and is likely to exert a powerful influence on
the future development of UFO-research. The publisher's 'blurb' is no more
than accurate when it states that the book is i " . . . a comparative study of the
mediaeval myths and iegends about sylphs and fairies, sucubi and incubae, the
'modern myth about flying saucer entities,' and M. Vall6e has succeeded admirably
in his purpose which was to indicate that these two bodies of myth and legend are
in fact one."
It is, in my opinion, just possible that the author has succeeded roo well in the
parallel he draws betrveen the ufonauts and the 'little people.' If the UFOdenizens are fairies, they are fairies who have donned the trappings of space
travellers and who have turned in their pumpkins and thistledown for aerial devices
which look suspiciously like products of a technology. Would it perhaps be safer
to suppose that sightings of UFOs and their occupants have influenced the folklore
and mythology of the \7olld's races and leave it at that ?
Let it be remembered that the tiny gossamer-clad sprites of our nursery tales
are largely products of the genius of William Shakespeare. European fairies of the
pre-Shakespeare era were anything but aetherial. They were smali individuals,
certainly, nasty, brutish and called 'good people' because they were very bad and
had to be placated. They were addicted to the theft of cattle and young children
and to the poisoning of wells and springs. They were, in short, in all probability
a folk memory of the drvarfi.sh aboriginal Neolithic inhabitants of the Continent,
who, dispossessed of their lands and driven into the waste places by invading races
from the East, long waged a bitter guerilla warfare against their supplanters. If
this be the case, Vai16e's equation of the UFO-denizens with the fairies clearly
breaks down at many points.
It is, of course) entirely possible that one of the side-effects of radiation from
UFOs may be to induce hallucinations in persons exposed to it, which hallucinations
might sometimes assume the forrn of mythological presentations of scenes drawn
from the racial unconscious.
The basic appearailces of the UFOs and UFO-denizens are such as pertain
to an alien technology. This remains true even in the face of the breakdown of the
Extra-terrestrial Hypothesis in its crude form and is a fact which must be reckoned
with by all who seek to reduce UFO-research to the status of a branch of Folklore.
It is unfortunate that the publishers have not found it possible to reproduce the
Appendix of UFO sightings which was a valuable feature of the American edition

of the work.

However, I recommend the book to 'Journal' readers, with the advice that
they sharpen their criticai faculties before perusing it"
J.C-8.

ll

THE SIT,VER

ERTDGE

By Gnav Bani<sn.
Published by Saucerian Books, Box 2228,
Clarksburg, \V.Va. 26301, U.S.A.
PRtcE au'errto.

. This book is p:tchy. When Gray Barker is describing incidents which actually
have occurred, such as his meeting with John Keel and theil joint visit to contacte;
Woodrow Derenberger, it is excellent, aibeit I doubt whether Keel was sufliciently
iqPressed by. Dereberger's taies of the planet Lanulos, (a transparent anagram for
'Sol-Luna'),_to wear, " a look of terror on his countenance,"-as Barker iuggests,

on the trip back.

when, however, the text veers towards accounts of a ' Mr. universe ' fashioning
a golden ball for the children of men, I am afraid my personal reaction is one oT
boredom. I am temperamentally repelled by whirrrsy, from ' Peter Pan ' onwards,
but even those who are addicted to this iiterary form will hardly account Barker a
master of it. He favours us, too) with a certain sort of pseudo-Dickensian histrionic
writing, but doesn't succeed in rising above banality. Perhaps I should have wept,
but I.admit to having laughed instead ar his tragic account of little Jimmy crying
into the unresponsive night, 'o I love you, Mothmanl "
lff/e hav-e-a rjsht to eIpecJ something better than this from the author of, '. They
Knew Too Much About Flying Saucers."
J.C-8.

EXTRATERRESTRIAL CIVILIZA,TIONS
Published by Ann Arbor-Humphrey Science Publishers Ltd,
5, Gt. Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
Pnrcn: 42l-.

This work is described in some detail in the Publisher's advertisement which
appears elsewhere in this issue of the 'Journai.' It will appeal to readers or not
according to their individual tastes.
The Russian contributors reject the idea of rnanned or unmanned space probes
from other solar systems. They are concerned soiely with possible radio com-

munications between inhabited worlds. As a technical and marhemarical studv
of the problems of this type of communication) the book is first class.
My personal reaction is that decades or centuries are long periods of time over
which to await replies to signals beamed off into interstellar sp1ie. The whole idea
of such long term radio communication implies a social srtbility which currently
would seem not to exist on this planet.

Itfl3t

open secret that both the Russians and the Americans are experimenting
astr-onauts and
cosmonauts and their bases. Perhaps the politically-inspired dogma which insists
that telepathy must be a physical manifestation and therefore, ex lrypothesi, limited
by the speed-of-light barrier, has prevented Soviet consideration of the possibie
employment of extra-sensory methods of inter-stellar exploration.
._
with ESP as a possible method of communications between

J,C.-B
t2

A MESSAGE FR.GM THE CIIAIRMA,N
Oul Lecture Programme should have been received by all oul

A,len'iber"s; we

trust they approve our choice of Speakers, who have so kindly agreed to honour our
platform. There must be many of you who have never attended one of our regular
monthly meetings and some who come only occasionally. May I take this
opportunity, therefore, to urge you to support this lecture session as strongly as
possible, for not only is there a unique chance to listen to foremost authorities on
the subject of UFOs, but the lectures also afford a happy social occasion for you to
meet and get to know many others having similar interests. There is a iong list
of London and Home Counties members-so we would be delighted to meet more
of you, please.

L.I.A.M.

pa'r or lJa' Butcher's arricle,
space limitarions have ,.;;;
r;;;
' Elements of the UFO Encounter & the Ecsornatic Experience Compared,' having
to be held over for a latel isue. 'Notes & Qucrtes ' is also a temporary casualty,
Sorry

!

-Enrron.
'I'he Editor regrers ,nn,
it impossible fbr hin to leply
or.rrrr,= o;;r;r's
to all of his corlespondents. Constructive criticisms, suggestions for improvements
in the quality of the 'Journal' and articies and paragraphs for publication, are
welcomed.
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Lionel Beer, 15 Freshwater Court, Crawf,ord St., ll,ondon, WlH 1IIS

FORTHCOMING LEC'TURES
CONTACT U.K.
Saturday, January l6th,

Alliance Hall

1971

7

p.m.

A COS-MOS 'Special,' with

cos-Mos
Saturday, January 30th, 1971 7 p.m.
LIGHTS, LANDINGS AND ALIENS
Speaker:

'We extend

Saturday, March 27th, lgTl

7 p.m.

CONTACT'FOR.UM

Speaker to be announced

Dr. G. G. DOEL, M.R.c.s.,

cos-Il{os

L.R.c.p., D.M.R.E.
weicome on

audience

participation and a panel of noted Ufologists
to an,swer-questions of fact and theory relating
to alieged contacts and methods of contact-.

YOUR questions and ideas welcomed. Piease
send them to NORMAN OLMR by March
20th. Suggested ideas wili be put into
practice on COS-MOS sk;rwu1.tr.r.

Dr. Doel a verv warm

the occasion of his first ialk to COS-MOS
as President. A former chairman. and
currently vice-president of BUFORA, few

indeed have made a more active conffibution
to British Ufology.

BUFORA
Saturday, February 6thr 1971 7 p.m.
A taik by the Rev. N. J. COCKBURN, rrr.a.,
B.D.) PH.D., entitled UFO's AND THE
BIBLE.

BUFOR.A

Saturday, April 3rd, 1971
7 p.m.
SAUCER II{,ISCELI-ANY
A talk by CHARLES t{. GIBBS-SMITH,
M.A.r Ii.M.A.j

F.R.S.A.

CONTACT U.K.

S?lurday,April 17th, 19Tt

Alliance Halt.
CONTACT U.K.
Saturda5 February 13th,
Alliance Hall.

Speaker to be announced.
1971,

7 p.m.

Speaker to be announced.

cos-Mos

Saturday, February 27th, lg71

COS-MOS
Saturday, April 24th,
. SINCE

ABDUCTIONS AND RE.PRODUCTION

OLMR

BUFORA
Saturday, March 6th, f971
7 p.m.
4
lqlk by CHARLES BOWEN, Editor of
FLYING SAUCER REVIEW
- " UFO
HYPOTHESIS, IO YEARS OF CHANGE""

Speaker

t4

to be

1971
announced.

? p.m.

will be giving a SLIDELLUSTRATED ' Re-cap i on reporrs which,
Lhough iteil-knoun b1 r.epute, have become
Bo4trgy Higgins
i

Norman Oliver - COS-MOS Director rvill
discuss cases of alleged abductions, together
with instances supporting the ' cross-breEding'
hypothesis and similar reports.

CONTACT U.K.
Saturday, March 13th,
Alliance Hall.

1971

lg47'_

A FLYTNG S.A,UCER. 'REVIEW'
Speaker: RODNEV HIGGINS, n.sc.

7 p.m.

ALIENS ANONYMOUS:

Speaker: NORMAN

Z p.m.

Z p.m.

dimrned

' bl

the pa\sage of time.

BUFORA
Saturday, May lst, lg?X
BRAINS TRUST

7 p.m.

Chaired by Mike llolr, e.t.

.4ll CO5-.\rc5 tttd BL.'FURA ntcctinp: arc
held itt rltc lccture rltcortc.,/ Kin S1.VdfO,V

CENTRAL LIBRAR\-,

CatnDden Hitl Road.
Those o1 CONTACT U.K.
irt Alliance or Caxtott Ho!!s tNr. Sr. Jetnes,s
Park Statiort) as indicated.

LO-YDO-V

tfl.8.

ann arbor-humphrey science publishers ltd.
fotmcrly H, A. Humph..y Ltd.

RUSSELT STREET

.

LONOON W.C.1

.

PHONE LONDON 01.580 9546

Extraterrestrial Civilizations
Editor: G. M. Tovivresvex-Academy of
1965-Translated

Sciences of' the Armenian SSR

1967

-Ereaan,
The problem of extraterrestriat civilizations and alien inteiligences is
no longer in the domain of science-fiction: scientists the world over
are paying serious atrenrion to the possibitity of detecting meaningful
radio signais from space and eventually sending call signals to adver.tise
the existence of intelligent 1ii-e on Earth.

'fhe U.S. National Science Foundation's Project Ozma is a recent
product of this tren<1, signifying the readiness ro der,ore considerable
funds and manpower to serious research in this radically nerv field.

In the Soviet Union, the ieading optical and radio astronomers met
in May 1964 in Byurakan, Armenia, the site of one of the iargest radio
telescopes in the USSR, to discuss the organizational and scientifi.c
aspects of a long-term, large-scale survey of the radio sky with the
object ot detecting artifi.ciai radio sources in sp-rsss and establishing
two- or one-way communication with inteiligent beings on planets of
other stars. The present volume includes the pr:oceedings of the
conference, the papers ranging from extrapolator:y discussions which
try to reconstruct, with a minimuin of hypothetical assumptions, the
state and the development of other civilizations in the Universe, to
matter-of-1-act technical considerations as to rvhat antennas should be
used, what sources should be listened to, and rvhat rvarrelengths should
be searched fbr inteiligent signals.
The book presents an up-to-date summary of what the Soviet scientists
think on the feasibility of interstellar communications, and as such it
is an invaluable guide to Western research rvorliers engaged in the
same fi"eld. The non-technical palt of the book, which is by no means
brief. can aiso be eiijoyed by the layman.
II,sr cat. no.

1823
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